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With their extensive experience across marine,
energy, aviation and space, Beazley’s specialist claims
managers partner closely with clients to resolve claims
efficiently and effectively.
Marine
We cover a range of exposures relating to marine cargo,
hull, piracy, marine liability and marine war. Following
claim notification, our specialist marine claims team
immediately review a reported situation to determine the
best strategy for a prompt claim resolution. In the event
of a marine casualty, our staff marine engineer may be
deployed on site to assist the client and resolve technical
engineering issues.
Energy
This area of expertise covers energy supply, generation
and delivery where we insure clients against exposures in
upstream, midstream, downstream and utilities industry
settings. Beazley is a major lead insurer for upstream
energy and insures over 400 of the world’s foremost
upstream oil and gas companies. In addition,
we lead in many developing areas of risk, insuring nearly
every offshore wind farm in UK waters. Our claims teams
have the capabilities to expertly handle the range of
needs in this specialist area from construction losses
to control of well whilst having the sufficient resource
to handle major loss events with CAT exposure.

Aviation
Our claims team provides a specialist service for airlines
and general aviation clients globally.
Space
We cover exposures for satellites, covering their entire
lifespan from launch to in-orbit testing and during their
commercial exploitation. These include telecommunication
satellites in geostationary orbit as well as observation,
navigation, meteorological, scientific and government
satellites.
Global reach
With an international team we can manage claims
wherever in the world our clients may have operations.

Claims example
On hearing that a client’s vessel was listing we
immediately deployed our in-house marine engineers
to assist. With the support and technical guidance of
our engineer the vessel was stabilised (she had been
listing heavily from a grounding and was close to being
a total loss), cargo on board was saved from further
damage, and towage was organised which allowed
the vessel to successfully reach her destination.
With the benefit of having our engineer ‘on the ground’
for more than 16 days, Beazley’s claims managers
were able to directly understand the client’s needs,
resulting in prompt payments of funds.

“Dealing with such diverse claims coverage requires
our claims handlers to have a deep technical expertise
of the industries they work with and understanding
of the risks that they face. Working alongside our
underwriting team, it is the way that we apply that
knowledge and understanding to the claims handling
process, to bring about the best possible outcome
for our insureds, that really sets us apart.”
James Pooley, Claims team leader, Marine, energy,
aviation and space
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The descriptions contained in this broker brochure are for preliminary informational purposes only. Coverages are underwritten by Beazley
syndicates at Lloyd’s and will vary depending on individual country law requirements and may be unavailable in some countries. Coverages
are available in the US only on a surplus lines basis through licensed surplus lines brokers. The exact coverage afforded by the product(s)
described in this brochure are subject to and governed by the terms and conditions of each policy issued. The publication and delivery
of the information contained herein is not intended as a solicitation for the purchase of insurance on any US risk.
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